
Image rights, we ask for your attention. 
 
 

(1) The type of use  
The user has to specify the nature of the intended use before the technical use of the 
images. According to the information the user's Tourist Information Bingen at the 
Rhine tells his/her consent to the use of the supplied image material. If the details of 
the customer not the type of use, the consent is deemed not granted.  
 
(2) The user's rights  
The rights granted are only valid for one-time use within the agreed scope. 
Repetitions or other extensions of the originally granted rights of use are permitted 
only with our prior written consent. The user does not acquire any right to the further 
transfer of usage rights. 
 
(3) Reference to the town of Bingen at the Rhine  
The use of photographs without reference to the town of Bingen at the Rhine is not 
permitted. When using the images you always have to sign the source: "Tourist 
Information Bingen am Rhein". 
 
(4) Changes in the pictures  
Changing of the material, with the exception of proportional resizing are prohibited, 
this also applies to the removal or alteration of any of the Photography belonging 
text. 
 
(5) Revocation 
The town of Bingen at the Rhine is entitled to withdraw permission at any time 
without notice for any reason. In the case of revocation you are required to refrain 
from the use of photographs without delay and to confirm this in writing at the request 
of the town of Bingen at the Rhine. In the case of illegal use of the photographs, the 
town of Bingen at the Rhine to claim damages and / or injunctive relief is justified. 
 
(6) copy  
When using the images into CD-ROM or printed works, we expect a copy. 
 
 
 
 
 
Stadt Bingen am Rhein 
Tourist-Information 
Rheinkai 21 
55411 Bingen am Rhein 
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Fax: 06721-184-214 
 


